Kingdom Come?
Phil Jump wonders why public health is perceived to be in conflict with economic wealth
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Kingdom Values
Sir Alfred Owen, churchman and friend of Billy Graham, able to combine faith at work with bringing economic wealth
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Human nature being what it is, I suspect
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however that much of the good intent

said “these things will be added unto
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season will be lost in a rush of self-

Kingdom of God is defined neither

indulgence to reclaim whatever it is we

by community physical health nor by

have missed most. So if preserving these
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Many have described the United

It is too simplistic to imagine that had
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our society been organised differently,
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influencers within the corridors of
power at the highest level. We might still
describe this today as promoting a vision
of the Kingdom of God.
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that ICF was at its most ambitious in
global conflicts. We are by no means the

Covid-19 has brought to us glimpses
of the best and the worst of our human
condition. The gods of this age will be all
too keen to distract us from both, and to
reclaim their ascendancy under which
work and employment once again serve
their purposes. The environmental cost
and the socio-economic inequalities
that come with that ascendancy have
also become more obvious in recent
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